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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
The globally known masterpiece of the Russian architectural Avant-garde the Melnikov House 
built by Konstantin Melnikov in 1927-1929 is under threat of serious damage to its structural 
stability and historic fabric due to the on-going lack of conservation treatment and the 
immediate threat now posed by the proposed development on an adjacent site, which 
endangers the house’s internationally important heritage values. 
 

Melnikov House located at Krivoarbatsky Lane, № 10, March 2013 
 
The demolition works which began in August 2012 in the near vicinity to the Melnikov House 
pose a significant risk to the structural stability of the building. Realization of an architectural 
project of a new multifunctional center at Arbat Street, 41 with a deep underground parking 
structure launched in February 2013 will dramatically change the hydrogeology and drainage 
system of the Melnikov site. The situation is also exacerbated by the underlying geological 
structure of the land and the delicate nature of the building construction.. It is feared that this 
could lead to irreversible effects and finally to irreparable damage of Melnikov’s architectural 
masterpiece, a building which is internationally published and well-recognized as an 
outstanding item of Russia’s architectural contribution to 20th Century architecture.  
 



This is considered to be a new threat which presented itself this year in addition to numerous 
conservation problems, general deterioration, low quality of restoration works carried out in 
the 1990s, and changes in the monument’s setting.  
 
 

 
View from the roof of the Melnikov House toward the construction site adjacent to the rear yard. March 2013 

 
The International Scientific Committee for Twentieth Century Heritage of ICOMOS (ISC20C), 
Docomomo and the International Union of Architects now urgently request the Russian 
authorities to take direct steps to prevent further neglect and stagnation of this uniquely 
Russian heritage resource of the Twentieth Century. 
  
1.0   Identity of Building/Artifact/Object/Place*: 

1.1 Current Name and Original Name: 
The Melnikov House / Experimental house-studio 
 
1.2 Address/Location, Town, Country, Street: 
Moscow, Russia, Krivoarbatsky Lane, № 10 
 
1.3 Classification/ Type of Place: 
The Melnikov House is a unique single-family living place built in the very center of Moscow 
near Arbat Street. This internationally known Modern Movement building was designed by 
Konstantin Melnikov (1890-1974) for his own family in 1927-1929 and is comparable to the pre-
revolutionary city mansions. At the same time, it was proposed as a model for terraced 
development for mass workers’ housing. Since the moment of its construction, the house and its 
plot of land have been in private ownership. This famous structure is one of the best and most 
influential works of the renowned architect Konstantin Melnikov and engineer Vladimir Shukhov 
(1853-1939).  
 



1.4 Current Heritage Protection Status:  
The Melnikov House has been a listed monument on Local level since 1987, and became a 
Regional one in 2005 (within three existing protection levels – Local, Regional and Federal [all-
national]), the National Law № 73 “On objects of cultural Heritage (monuments of history and 
culture) of the Peoples of the Russian Federation”, 2002.  
 
It is also located in the central “United Protection Zone № 17”, Moscow City Government 
Decree № 881, 1997, where construction  is prohibited. Negotiations have been on-going for 
years to upgrade the status of protection for the Melnikov House as a Federal cultural property.  

It has been included in the International Registers of Docomomo International since the late 
1990s. 

 

Photo of sign declaring the Melnikov House as a historic monument at the front gate of the site. March 2013 

2.0 Statement of Significance and History:  

2.1 Statement of Significance*: 
The Melnikov House in Moscow (experimental house and studio) is seen as one of the main 
symbols and an icon of 20th century Modern Movement architecture in world culture. It is 
considered to be the creative climax of architect Konstantin Melnikov assisted by engineer 
Vladimir Shukhov, both internationally renowned Russians. Encouraged by success and the 
widespread recognition, Konstantin Melnikov designed and built the house in 1927-1929, in the 
years of his “Golden Season”. It is the only structure of the Russian Avant-garde from the 
1920s-1930s that has always been in private ownership, and its authenticity is therefore very 
high. The idea of a double-cylinder form with hexagonal windows created in the underlying brick 
coursing was an experiment as an extremely economic model for mass worker’s housing. This 
construction principle provided more than 60 hexagonal windows; 38 of them bring light into the 
studio on the upper (third) level. The three-storied house with its original layout, elegant spatial 
arrangement and color scheme, and daring engineering based on traditional building materials 



(brick with plaster and wood) brought world-wide fame to this property. It not only demonstrates 
unique structural and tectonic capacities, but also the synergy of classical traditions, patriarchal 
way of the Russian mode de vie and an innovative vision of space and form.  
 
Different from Le Corbusier’s “machine for life”, Melnikov suggested the idea of a “house as 
temple” for family life, which might stimulate ideas and the creative imagination of its 
inhabitants, thus following the classical tradition of “own houses” by Julio Romano, John Soane 
and Frank Lloyd Wright. Unlike the 20th century “own houses” by other famous architects such 
as Josef Hoffmann, Walter Gropius, Alvar Aalto or Louis Barragan, the Melnikov House is 
situated in the very center of the city. It has no analogues in its concept for creating space, 
artistic image and plastic interpretation, or in demonstrating a deep symbolic and 
anthroposophical meaning of the whole composition.  
 
The history and structural analysis of this house were widely presented in numerous 
publications and research on 20th century architecture in Russia and abroad, which proves the 
outstanding universal value of this building. It has been repeatedly recommended for inclusion 
on the World Heritage List by the international professional community. 
 
2.2 History of Place*: 
The Melnikov House is situated in Krivoarbatsky Lane, 10, which is parallel to the Arbat Street, 
one of the oldest parts of Moscow. The plot of this building has a rectangular irregular form of 
820 square meters. Its longitudinal axis is directed to Arbat Street. The long sides of the plot are 
42,10 m and 43,68 m. Its narrow side is 17,60 m, looking at the Krivoarbatsky Lane and facing 
the main façade and entrance. The monument’s site has a fence along the whole perimeter. 
This boundary corresponds to the monument’s protected plot. 
 

     

Site plan showing Melnikov House in lower left corner and proposed new construction at top and empty lot in the lower right corner. 

Historically, two apartment houses of the late 19th century were flanking the Melnikov House. 
However, intensive construction started in the near vicinity to the monument in the mid-1990s, 
which included the reconstruction of №8 and №6 adjoining the main front. Geophysical 



investigations in the 1990s through 2007 testify that this site is lying within a potentially 
dangerous karst and piping zone. Since 1982 there have been several gap effects at the site of 
the Melnikov House and adjacent territory (Conclusions of the Moscow City Geological Trust, 
1998, and the Moscow State Construction University, 2006). 

2.3 Date of Original Project/ Date of Competition: 
1927-1929 
 
2.4 Architect/ Designers: 
Architect Konstantin Melnikov (1890-1974), engineer Vladimir Shukhov (1853-1939) 
 
2.5 If Architect Designers are Still Living Provide Address, Country of Birth, and Contact 
Information: 
No 
 
2.6 Original and Current Use of Building/Place: 
The original residential function has never changed historically. Currently there are efforts to 
create a museum in this building. 
 
2.7 Changes, Additions:  
There have been some changes and additions to the interiors. Three fundamental built-in 
sleeping places originally designed by Melnikov as bedroom spaces were lost in an earlier 
period. During the restoration works in 1992-1997 a research of basement and walls were 
carried out, the wooden ceiling-membrane over the studio was replaced, roofing overlapped; 
new mechanical and infrastructure systems added; finishes and woodwork restored or changed, 
and colors in interior spaces reinstituted. Items of the original antiquarian furniture are still in 
use, partly repaired and reused. In addition, the grounds surrounding the house itself went 
through rehabilitation which included re-establishing a fence with its unique gate construction. 
 
2.8 Current Condition*: 
The Melnikov House has been a monument of regional significance since 1987. It is currently in 
bad condition and at serious risk of further damage. However this monument has not been 
changed significantly and currently retains a high level of authenticity. It was first investigated in 
1982, and restoration works were carried out in 1992-1997. In fact, this is the first structure of 
the Russian Avant-garde in Moscow which has gone through a scientifically based restoration 
process. However, there were essential mistakes made, building materials of low quality and 
insufficient execution of the works, which has led to rapid degradation.  
 
The WMF Watch program included it on its 100 most endangered sites of the world in 2005 and 
2006. At that time the structural condition of the building had begun deteriorating, including 
sagging of reconstructed wooden ceilings-membranes and plaster falling down. In addition, the 
Melnikov House is hemmed in today by multi-storey blocks. The visual balance of the external 
view has been destroyed. The philosophical author’s intention for the house’s interior to follow 
the movement of the sun so that light would penetrate into a particular space at a particular time 
of the day has now been effectively negated by the walls that crowd in on the building. 



      
 
Architect’s studio. Interior view of cracking at wall and ceiling interface. March 2013 

 
This has brought more serious problems as the pressure on the subsoil and the construction of 
underground garages in apartment buildings with levels minus 7-8 m has altered the 
hydrogeology of the site and deformed its drainage system. This has led to a weakening of the 
foundations and cracks in the walls of the Melnikov House. The demolition works which began 
in August 2012 in the near vicinity to the Melnikov House and construction works launched in 
February 2013 pose a significant risk to the structural stability of the building.  
 
Realization of a proposed architectural project for a new multifunctional center at Arbat Street, 
41 with a deep underground parking structure at minus 15 m, behind the Melnikov House, will 
dramatically change the hydrogeology of the site yet again. This could lead to irreversible 
effects and finally to a irreparable damage of Melnikov’s architectural masterpiece and 
surrounding historical buildings.  
 
The situation is also exacerbated by the underlying geological structure of the land, the form of 
the construction and its current poor condition. Numerous new cracks including horizontal ones 
have already appeared in the building’s structural elements as well as deformation of the main 
façade.  
 
Specialists, both Russian and foreign experts, launched a campaign for the conservation of this 
unique building. The establishment in this house as a museum is the next step towards securing 
its status as an architectural monument of international significance. In 2007, the International 
Trustee Committee on the Melnikov House was established to promote this idea. Under its 
aegis, the engineering and geological investigations were carried out that same year.  
 



            

Side of house April 2006             Side of house August 2012 

ICOMOS, Docomomo and UIA have previously investigated this case and adopted the special 
‘Resolution on Konstantin Melnikov’s House and Collection’ at a meeting of international 
heritage experts and advisers in 2006 – the International Conference Heritage at Risk − 
Preservation of 20th-Century Architecture and World Heritage (Moscow), which was forwarded 
to Russian authorities for consideration and action. 
 
In 2011, ICOMOS, the UNESCO adviser on cultural heritage under the World Heritage 
Convention, once again emphasized its concern by a special Resolution on ‘Russian 
Architectural Avant-garde’ which was unanimously adopted by a meeting of international 
heritage experts at the 17th ICOMOS General Assembly in Paris, and also forwarded, but 
without response.  
 

2.9 Original Design Intent: 
The original design and intent can be clearly experienced. 
 
3.0 Description (History and Technology): 

3.1 Physical Description: 

3.2 Construction System Used:  
The Melnikov House is built primarily of traditional materials; brick and  wood. It has band stone 
and brick foundations, cylinder-formed double walls of special cut-through brick stacking with 
124 hexagonal openings, and lime plaster. Ceilings-membranes are made of wood; roofs of 
roofing felt and sheet metal. Due to this structural system, loads on the walls are evenly 
allocated and allow the possibility of having no inner load bearing framework. This allows it to 
have a “free plan”. All dimensions and proportions of the wall structure, windows, etc are based 
on a standard brick size as an undivided measurement. The ceilings present an original 
membrane wooden structure with square cells of 0,5 x 0,5 m each, covered with interlocking 
floor boards, thus being placed on wall without beams. All membrane elements function evenly 
and preserve structural rigidity. A floor over the sub-basement made of steel beams supports 
the whole construction. 



             

Historic image of original construction                        Exterior of Studio Cylinder March 2013 

3.3 Context/Setting: 
The Melnikov House and its surrounding property, which consists of a yard with fruit and maple 
trees are an integral part of this monument. The whole is set in a central historical urban setting 
of the Arbat area of Moscow. The neighborhood surrounding the Melnikov House is made up 
mostly of apartment blocks built in the 18th through the early 20th centuries. 
 

                                    

The Melnikov House sits in a neighborhood of larger apartment blocks. Note the demolition in progress in foreground, August 2012. 



 

3.4 Social and Cultural Context: 
The Arbat Street is a famous central pedestrian zone of the metropolitan city. In the closest 
neighborhood to the Melnikov House there are several buildings of high architectural rank that 
includes old city mansions, apartment blocks, and the Vakhtangov Theatre. Most of them are 
registered monuments of Regional and Federal significance of the 18th-19th centuries. This area 
is a zone of great cultural and architectural interest, protected by the National Heritage Law and 
“United Protection Zone № 17”, Moscow City Government Decree, 1997. 
 

3.5 Materials/Fabric/Form/Function:  
The brick facades were originally lime plastered, with a few areas of exposed brickwork. The 
front part of a cylinder facing the Krivoarbatsky Lane has a large grouping  of wood framed clear 
glass windows measuring 4,8 х 3,9 m.. Inside the walls are plastered and colored in pastel 
tones along the author’s original scheme. The bedroom of this experimental laboratory was 
specially designed only for sleeping purposes. It is also plastered and colored in yellow thus 
imitating warm sunlight. On the ground floor, in the children’s bedrooms, there are elements of 
geometrical decorative paintings (bright yellow and blue triangles, reconstructed in the 1990s). 
The floors, the main staircase, and window frames are all of wood. Most pieces of furniture are 
antiquarian of the 19th century, purchased in the 1930s. The house, which has never changed 
its residential function and has always belonged to the architect’s family, has a rich collection of 
paintings by Konstantin Melnikov and his son Viktor, an artist who died in 2006. 
  

       

Interior view of sleeping room with original antiquarian furniture. Interior view of studio space. Both images taken April 2006. 

3.6 Aesthetic Value: 
The Melnikov’s House is one of the most unusual residential structures ever built in the history 
of world architecture. Its sculptural image is based on a double-cylinder form and experimental 
construction principle and linked with the richness of the three level inner space with diffused 
lighting.The change of different spatial impressions amazes with its variety. It is hard to imagine 
that this very small house composed of simple geometrical forms could obtain such a richness 
of vistas, plastically flowing inner spaces, and visual links with the surrounding urban 
environment. This rhythm of change is at the core of life and creative energy, which is essential 
for the author’s design. 



4.0 Source of Alert: 

4.1 References, Contacts*: 
Information on the history and construction of the Melnikov House is taken from the available 
scientifically based publications and documentation, as well as from the evaluation report 
submitted to the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation in 2009 “Historical and 
Architectural Expertise of the object of cultural heritage of the Regional significance for 
upgrading it to the Federal level” 
 
Contact persons: 
Prof. Dr. Natalia Dushkina, Moscow Architectural Institute, ICOMOS ISC20C Vice-President 
(ndushkina@yandex.ru); Associate Prof. Dr. Anna Bronovitskaya, Secretary General 
DOCOMOMO/Russia; Irina Korobina, the Schusev Museum of Architecture, Moscow, the 
Director; Marina Khrustaleva and Natalia Samover, Arkhnadzor public heritage protection 
movement, Coordinators ; Clem Cecil, Moscow Architecture Preservation Society (MAPS), the 
Chair.  
 
4.2 Groups Supporting Alert and/or Nomination, Contacts*: 
Primary contacts for the Heritage Alert are: 
ICOMOS International Scientific Committee for Twentieth Century Heritage  
President, Sheridan Burke, Australia,SheridanB@gml.com.au and  
Vice President for Advocacy, Gunny Harboe, USA, gunny@harboearch.com ) 

 
Other contacts include: 
Docomomo International (Chair, Anna Tostões, Portugal), ICOMOS/Russia (President, Igor 

Makovetsky,: Bureau members, Natalia Dushkina and Natalia Almazova, Chair of ICOMOS 
National Committee on Engineer diagnostics,, Moscow, Russia), Docomomo/Russia (Chair, 
Vladimir Shukhov, Russia); Secretary General, Anna Bronovitskaya, Moscow, Russia), 

International Union of Architects (President, Albert Dubler, Paris,); Russian Academy of 
Architecture and Construction Sciences (Alexander Koudryavtsev, the President, Moscow, 
Russia); the Schusev Museum of Architecture (Director, Irina Korobina, Moscow, Russia,), 
Moscow Architecture Preservation Society (MAPS, Moscow, Russia,), Arkhnadzor public 
heritage protection movement (Moscow, Russia,); family of architect Konstantin Melnikov 
(granddaughter Ekaterina Karinskaya, the Melnikov House custodian) and many other local 
private persons and public organizations. 
 
4.3 Groups Potentially Against Alert Action*: 
The City of Moscow supports the new construction in the near vicinity to the Melnikov House and 
to the other monuments in the “United Protection Zone № 17”. These acknowledged heritage 
sites are supposed to be protected by the National Heritage Law and Moscow City Government 
Decree, 1997. All of the projects including residential construction around the Melnikov House, 
which have significantly altered the monument’s setting, insulation and hydrogeology, and have 
led to the degradation of the building and damage of the site’s integrity, went through several 
approval levels by the Moscow authorities. 
 
Other parties who would likely be opposed to the alert action include; the private architects 
involved, and the developers and investors, such as “Trust Oil” (Russia) and the Eastern 
Property Holdings (EPH) http://www.easternpropertyholdings.com/Portfolio/Arbat/. This 
Company owns 60% of a newly created joint venture entity named Vakhtangov Place Limited 
(VPL) and has the rights to two construction and development projects at Arbat Street 24-26 and 
Arbat Street 39-41 in Moscow. The projects represent the construction of two multi-use buildings 
of approximately 27,000 and 11,000 square meters (of which Arbat Street 39-41 behind the 
Melnikov House is the smaller one). 
 
4.4 Local, Regional, International Significance Citations*: 
‘The aesthetic purism of Melnikov's use of interlocking cylinders makes so strong an initial 
impression upon one that it is easy to overlook the profoundly classical aspects of the house. 



The site plan indicates what care he took to achieve symmetry both along the longitudinal axis 
and across it, the one exception being the layout of the forward section of the ground floor. 
Similarly, the building is dominated by a palatial facade framed with square pilasters, with the 
doorway placed directly in the middle, in spite of the fact that this gave rise to problems in the 
layout of the interior space of the entrance that were never fully resolved. In each of these 
respects the house is surprisingly close in spirit to the late-eighteenth-century residences of 
classical Moscow’. S. Frederick Starr. Melnikov: Solo Architect in a Mass Society. New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1978. P. 119-125. 
 
4.5 Letters of Support, Newspaper Articles, etc.: 
A great number of articles have been published in the Russian newspapers, journals, web-sites, 
and comments on TV, Radio and on the Internet during the past few years. The overwhelming 
majority of people have been calling for immediate measures for saving and preserving the 
Melnikov House as a monument of an outstanding global significance and oppose the current 
construction projects at Arbat Street without the  proper measures of structural consolidation 
and hydrogeology research.  
 
Eight films on the catastrophic state of the Moscow Avant-garde, including a special one on the 
Melnikov House (produced by the Centre of Contemporary Architecture, Moscow), have been  
screened over the TV Culture Channel in Russia, as part of the ongoing intellectual campaign 
for heritage values of that period. 
 
Actions and letters of support: 
ICOMOS ISC20C, Docomomo and UIA, as well as the Russian heritage and architectural 
institutions have previously investigated this case and adopted the ‘Moscow Declaration for 
the Protection of the 20th Century Cultural Heritage’, and the special ‘Resolution on 
Konstantin Melnikov’s House and Collection’ at a meeting of the international and Russian 
heritage experts and advisers in 2006 – the International Conference Heritage at Risk − 
Preservation of 20th-Century Architecture and World Heritage (Moscow).  
 
Both documents were forwarded to the Russian authorities for consideration and action. The 
Conference participants stressed ‘the outstanding contribution of the Russian Avant-garde 
Movement in the history of architecture worldwide and the urgency of preserving this heritage 
for the benefit of current and future generations internationally’.  
 
Consecutively, the Expert Council for the salvation of the Russian Architectural Avant-garde 
was established within the Union of Moscow Architects in 2006. Practically simultaneously a 
Working Group on Protection of the Russian Architectural Avant-garde, 1920s−1930s, launched 
its work within the Russia President’s Council on Culture and Arts. One of the aims of both 
institutions was to list the structures of this period as monuments of Federal significance, to 
carry out a control over conservation projects and activities related with the Russian Modernist 
heritage, and to promote the unique structures on the World Heritage List.  
 
However, at the moment both groups are non-active. The non-commercial Foundation for the 
protection of cultural heritage of the ‘Russian Avant-garde’ (www.avangard-ru.org) with a special 
project on the establishing the Museum at the Melnikov House and the International Committee 
of Trustees for the Melnikov House Museum (www.melnikovhouse.org) were organized in 2006-
2007 by the former senator Sergei Gordeev. The aim of the Foundation is to protect, promote, 
and conserve the evidence of the 1920s−1930s, to collect materials for the Archives and 
Library, and act as a cultural center. The aim for conservation of the Melnikov House was not 
been achieved during these years. Currently the house belongs partly to the state (supervised 
by the Schusev Museum of Architecture) and partly to the Melnikov’s family. 
 
In 2011, ICOMOS, the UNESCO adviser on cultural heritage under the World Heritage 
Convention, once again emphasized its concern by a special Resolution on ‘Russian 
Architectural Avant-garde’ which was unanimously adopted at the 17th ICOMOS General 
Assembly in Paris, and also forwarded to the Russian authorities, but without response. 



Numerous letters on the Melnikov House have also been addressed to the Russian authorities 
in August-September 2012 and in March 2013 on behalf of the Federal Scientific and 
Methodological Council for Cultural Heritage (Soviet Architecture Section), the Russian Ministry 
for Culture; by the Schusev Museum of Architecture and the Arkhnadzor heritage protection 
movement – all are published on the web (http://arch-museum.livejournal.com/67955.html; 
http://archnadzor.ru/2012/08/24/dom-melnikova-v-opasnosti-otsenka-ekspertov/); by the family 
of Konstantin Melnikov (granddaughter Ekaterina Karinskaya, the Melnikov House custodian). 
 
4.6 Publications that describe the Work/Place, Bibliography, etc.:  
There are numerous publications on the Russian Avant-garde, Konstantin Melnikov creative 
work and the Melnikov House in Russia and internationally, among them: 
 
Selected bibliography on Russian Avant-garde: 
Arkhitekturasovetskogoavangarda (Architecture of the Soviet Avant-garde). Moscow 1996;  
Avantgarde I, 1900-1923. Russisch-sowjetischeArchitektur. Stuttgart, 1991; 
Avantgarde II, 1924-1937. SowjetischeArchitektur. Stuttgart, 1993; 
Bronovitskaya, Anna; Bronovitskaya, Natalia. Architecture 1920-1960. Guide-book. Moscow, 
2006; 
Chan-Magomedov, Selim. Pioneers of Soviet Architecture. London, 1987;  
Cooke, Catherine. Russian Avant-garde: Theories of Art, Architecture and the City. London, 
1995;  
Dushkina, Natalia (Ed.). Heritage at Risk. Preservation of 20th-century Architecture and World 
Heritage. Moscow 17-20 April 2006. Proceedings of Scientific Conference. Abstract Collections. 
Moscow, 2006. 
Dushkina, Natalia and Kudryavtsev, Alexander (Eds.) 20th Century. Preservation of Cultural 
Heritage. Moscow, 2006;  
Frampton, Kenneth. Notes on a Lost Avant-garde: Architecture USSR, 1920-1930. Art News 
Annual, vol.34. New York, 1968; 
Future Anterior. GSAPP, Columbia University. Volume V, Number 1, Summer 2008; 
Gray, Camilla. The Great Experiment: Russian Art 1863-1922. New York, 1962; 
Haspel, Joerg., Petzet, Michael. et al (Eds.). Heritage at Risk.Special Edition 2006.The Soviet 
Heritage and European Modernism. ICOMOS, Berlin 2007; 
Ikonnikov, Andrei. (Ed.), Volchok Yury. (Comp.). Obrazyistoriiotechestvennoiarkhitektury 
(Historic Images of home Architecture).Moskva, 1996; 
Khazanova, Vigdariya. (Comp.) Izistoriisovetskoiarkhitektury 1926-1932.Dokumentyimaterialy 
(From the History of the Soviet Architecture 1926-1932.Documents and Materials). Moscow, 
1970; 
Latour, AlessandraconManina, Antonina, Nekrasov, Andrei. Mosca.1890-1991. 
Guidaall’architetturamoderna. Bologna, Zanichelli, 1992; 
Latour, Alessandra. Birth of Metropolis. Moscow. 1930-1955. Recollections and Images. 
Moscow 2002;  
Moscow Heritage at crisis point. 2004-2007. MAPS (Moscow Architecture Preservation Society) 
and SAVE Europe’s Heritage Joint Report. Moscow, 2007; Updated, expanded Edition, Moscow 
2010; 
Pare, Richard. The Lost Vanguard: Soviet Modernist Architecture, 1922-32. New York, 2007; 
Senkevitch, Anatole. Soviet Architecture 1917-1962. A Bibliographical Guide to Source 
Material. Charlottesville, 1974; 
Sharp, Dennis, Cooke, Catherine (Ed.). DO.CO.MO.MO – Selections from the DO.CO.MO.MO 
Registers. Rotterdam, 2000. P. 210-224; 
Zalivako, Anke. ZurErhaltung der Bauten der 1920er JahreimVergleichBundesrepublik 
Deutschland – RussischeFöderation (Moskau) unterbesondererBerücksichtigung der 
baukonstruktivenVoraussetzungen: Prebleme, Erfahrungen, Perspectiven. Berlin, 2003. 
Zalivako, Anke. Die Bauten des Russischen Konstructivismus Moskau 1919-32. Baumaterial, 
Baukonstruktion, Erhaltung. Michael Imhof Verlag, Petersberg, 2012. 
 
 
 



Selected bibliography on Konstantin Melnikov and the Melnikov House: 
Adamov, Oleg (Ed.) Melnikov K.S. Arkhitektorskoyeslovo v ego arkhitekture (Melnikov K.S. 
Architectural Word in His Architecture). Moscow, 2006;De Magistris, Alessandro. La casa 
cilindrica di Konstantin Melnikov: 1927-1929. Celid, 1998;  
Fosso, Mario; Meriggi, Maurizio (Eds.).Konstantin S. Melnikov e la construzione di Mosca.Skira, 
1999; 
Gozak, Andrei. Dom Melnikova (The Melnikov House). Moscow, 2011;  
Khan-Magomedov, Selim O. Krivoarbatskypereulok, 10.Putevoditel (Krivoarbatsky Lane, 10. A 
Guide-book). Moscow, 1984; 
Khan-Magomedov, Selim O. Konstantin Melnikov. Moscow, 2006; 
Khan-MagomedovSelim O. Dom-masterskayaarkhitektoraKonstantinaMelnikova (House-
Studio of Architect Konstantin Melnikov). Moscow, 2006; 
Kokkinaki, Irina. The Fate of Melnikov’s buildings in Moscow.DO.CO.MO.MO Conference 
Proceedings.Eindhoven, 1991. P. 308-310;  
KonstantinMelnikov. La casa de Melnikov: La Utopia de Moscu. 
DirigidoporRaxRinnekangas.Arquia/documental 12.FundacionCaja de Arquitectos, Madrid, 
2007; 
Starr, S. FrederickMelnikov: Solo Architect in a Mass Society. Princeton University Press, 1978; 
Strigalev, Anatoly; Kokkinaki, Irina (Eds.).Konstantin StepanovitchMelnikov. 
Arkhitekturamoeizhizni.Tvorcheskayakontseptsiya.Tvorcheskayapraktika (Konstantin 
StepanovitchMelnikov.Architecture of my Life.Creative Concept.Creative Practice).Moscow, 
1985; 
Pallasmaa, Juhani, Gozak, Andrei. The Melnikov House. Moscow (1927-1929): Konstantin 
Melnikov. London, Academy Editions, 1996;  
Egorychev, Egor. Dom Melnikovykh: Konstantina i Viktora (The House of Melnikovs: Konstantin 
and Viktor). Moscow, 2013, and many other publications in Russian and other languages. 
 
4.7 Time Constraints for Advocacy (immediate action/delayed action)*: 
The leading International organizations for heritage protection of 20th Century Heritage – the 
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) International Scientific Committee 
for Twentieth Century Heritage (ISC20C), the International Working Party for Documentation 
and Conservation of Buildings, Sites and Neighborhoods of the Modern Movement 
(Docomomo) and International Union of Architects (UIA) – all express their concern regarding 
the alarming situation now facing the future of the Melnikov House in Moscow.  
 
This globally known masterpiece of the Russian architectural Avant-garde is under threat of 
serious damage to its structural stability and historic fabric due to the on-going lack of 
conservation treatment and proposed development adjacent to the site, which endangers its 
internationally important heritage values. There is an urgent need for a clear conservation-
based strategy to be developed by the Russian authorities to direct the future conservation 
and management of this uniquely Russian contribution to global architectural heritage. Urgent 
steps need to be undertaken to prevent negative development impacts in its vicinity and to 
improve the conservation situation for the house and studio of Melnikov. 
 

5.0 Recommended action*: 
The International Scientific Committee for Twentieth Century Heritage of ICOMOS, 
Docomomo and the International Union of Architects now urgently ask the Russian 
authoritiesto take direct steps to prevent further neglect and stagnation of this uniquely 
Russian heritage resource of the Twentieth Century. We are calling for: 
 

• A halt to the construction works started in February 2013 in vicinity to the Melnikov 
House (Arbat Street, 41) and to carry out urgent works for consolidation of a load-
carrying framework and foundations of this world famous heritage resource; 
 



• A detailed hydro geological research, a full structural appraisal and monitoring of the 
Melnikov House site and its surrounding area to establish and assess the detailed 
impacts of potential development and identify mitigation measures; 

 

• The urgent review of the proposed multifunctional center at Arbat Street, 41 to swiftly 
avoid by all possible means any adverse impact of the construction including 
underground levels which threaten the stability of the Melnikov house; 

 

• The secure protection of the Melnikov House by effective Federal heritage listing; 
 

• The preparation of a standard Conservation Plan for the Melnikov House, thereby 
applying international benchmark standards for conservation works; and 

 

• A commitment to a strategy for establishing a Museum at the Melnikov House. 
 
5.1 Heritage Alert: International/National Distribution via ICOMOS? 

5.2 Letter (s) to? (Provide Names and Full Contact Information): 

Letters to the Russian authorities:  

Mr. Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian Federation, Ilyinka Street, Moscow, 103132, 
RUSSIA;  

Mr. Dmitry Medvedev, Prime Minister of the Russian Federation, Government House, 2 
KrasnopresnenskayaNaberezhnaya, Moscow 103274, RUSSIA; 

 Mr. Sergei Sobyanin, Mayor of Moscow, 13 Tverskaya Street, Moscow 125032, RUSSIA 

5.3 ICOMOS National or Scientific Committee, or International Website Upload? 
Upload at the ICOMOS ISC20C International Website 
 
5.4 Affiliated Distribution? (such as UIA/Docomomo/TICCIH): 
To distribute to Docomomo, UIA; and World Monument Fund (WMF) and to upload on their 
International Websites, and to publish in their Newsletters. 
 

5.5 Other Actions Recommended? 

6.0 Desired Outcomes*: 

6.1 Impose Legal Protection or Improve Legal Protection? 
Improve Legal Protection (upgrade monument’s status to the top Federal national level). 
 
6.2 Stop Work that Will Alter the Heritage? 
The construction of the proposed multifunctional center at Arbat Street, 41should be stopped 
immediately in order to work out stability protection measures (including a detailed 
hydrogeological research study and full structural monitoring of the Melnikov House site and its 
surrounding area) to avoid any adverse impact of the construction including underground levels 
which threaten the stability and conservation of the Melnikov House and other historical 
buildings. 
 
6.3 Stop Permits that Would Result in Irretrievable Loss of the Heritage? 
The Moscow heritage and architecture authorities (Mosgornasledie, Moskomarkhitektura) 
should  stop giving permits for construction works as they could result in significant heritage 
losses. 
 
 



6.4 Impose Minimum Maintenance to Stop Further Decay Pending Conservation Work? 
The importance of preparing a standard Conservation Plan for the Melnikov House, thereby 
applying international principles for conservation works(address the Madrid Document 2011 
“Approaches for the Conservation of Twentieth-Century Architectural Heritage” must be 
stressed. 
 
6.5 Modify the Project to Make it More Respectful of the Values for Which the Building or 
Site Received Legal Protection? 
The proposed multifunctional center at Arbat Street, 41 should be reviewed immediately and 
modified to avoid any adverse impact of the construction including underground levels which 
threaten the stability and conservation of the Melnikov House and other historical structures 
 
6.6 Stop Demolition? 
The house is not currently threatened with intentional demolition, but the building and 
development around it threatens its future. 
 
6.7 Other? (Please Specify) 
A strategy must be worked out for establishing a Museum at the Melnikov House and to finalize 
national and international efforts regarding this cultural project of global significance, including 
preservation of the graphic collection of Konstantin Melnikov;  
 
The Russian Avant-garde sites, including the Melnikov House, must continue to be promoted to 
be added to the national World Heritage Tentative List following the recommendation of the 
‘Moscow Declaration for the Protection of the 20th Century Cultural Heritage’, 2006, signed 
by ICOMOS, Docomomo and UIA. 
 


